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Dunham Studios

Creative Collaboration at Work
Article by Jim Barrett

Photos by Clarke Dunham and Jim Barrett

This Hell Gate Bridge exhibit is from Dunham Studios.

M

ost of us can reflect back into our past and come up with
the day or occasion when the toy train or model railroading bug
bit us. It may have been sparked by a gift we received or a place we
visited, but a memory was formed way back then that has stayed
with us over the years.
For Clarke Dunham, the founder of Dunham Studios and one
of today’s professional layout builders, that magic moment happened when he was very young. His grandparents took him to
New York City to see the 1939 World’s Fair, which happened to
include a fascinating O gauge railroad display called Railroads at
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Work. According to the event’s brochure, the display consisted of
more than 3,800´ of O gauge track, 1,000 miniature buildings,
6,000 trees, 7,000 gallons of water, and 300,000´ of wire.
“What impressed me most were all those wonderful high
bridges,” Clarke recalls. “Also I was impressed with all the small
details embedded in the layout. They taught me how to handle the
space on layouts after there was no more room for trains. These
details capture the imagination of people after they have looked at
all the train action and keep them interested.”
Clarke’s first hands-on involvement with toy trains came via
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The main erecting hall is 32´ high and able to accommodate even the tallest public exhibits.

exhibit for the upcoming Christmas holiday season,” Clarke explains. “Taking on
this project caused a change in direction
that we would follow to the present day.”
Two years later, the project resulted in
the notable Citibank Station exhibition
layout, and Clarke’s career was changed
forever. He continues, “The agency
expected to draw 30,000 visitors, but in
1987 it drew 140,000, then 180,000 in
1988, and finally 240,000 in the third
year. It was a huge success.” The Citibank
project became so all-consuming that
Clarke’s work in theater display production waned, and the new direction in
Dunham Studios became his main source
of income by default.
All sorts of power tools can be found in the carpentry shop.
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Another tool in the Dunham Studios computer-age arsenal is this 4´x 8´ computer-driven CNC router.

This state-of-the-art 3-D printer is a valuable tool in the layout design and construction process.

“When Citibank tired of the idea of
engaging with the public, it dropped the
Citibank Station exhibit in 1990,” Clarke
states. “A Dunham Studios magazine ad
that year attracted numerous requests for
our layout design and construction services. In the meantime we took the
Citibank Station exhibit, which became
the property of Dunham Studios, to
Boston and then to Williamsburg,
Virginia, where it resided for seven years
along with our newly designed Hell Gate
Bridge exhibit.”

In August 1992 Clarke received a
phone call from World Trade Center officials in New York City seeking a holiday
train display. Knowing that eight weeks
was hardly enough time to create another
world-class public exhibit, Clarke repurposed an original Barnum Museum exhibit
from 1990 and with it the leftover NYC
subway scene from the 1987 Citibank
Station exhibit. With those raw materials,
he created the Twin Towers Express
exhibit. Just two weeks after the exhibit
closed for the 1990 holiday season, the

Twin Towers were rocked by the first terrorist bomb attack. The Twin Towers
Express exhibit was to be no more. It was
moved to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where it
became the Pennsylvania Station exhibit in
association with Dallee Electronics.
Then Clarke received another call from
executives at Citibank inviting him to
bring the Citibank Station exhibit back for
an encore engagement. The only problem
was the original Citibank Station exhibit
was installed in Williamsburg and therefore unavailable. Undaunted, Clarke
revived and revised the Pennsylvania
Station exhibit, returning it to its distinctive three-bladed-propeller configuration
and giving it the Citibank signature
including the Victorian tower and station
roof along with a complete day-to-night
lighting system. Named The Station at
Citibank Center, this recycled exhibit was
delivered in time for the 1996 holiday season. Each main line on the exhibit was
120´ long. Operation began with 14 trains
and advanced to the point of including 32
trains in 2008 along with many other
improvements added over the intervening
years.
“In 2008 Citibank, now Citigroup,
again apparently tired of providing a public attraction,” Clarke says. “As a result, we
had a surfeit of exhibits in storage, enough
to fill several thousand square feet of space.
Friends began suggesting that the end
result might be a huge roadside attraction
similar to but more modern than the wellknown Roadside America. I told them
fine, but show me the money.”
In 2010 someone actually did show
Clarke the money. Thus was born
Railroads on Parade. Nearly two years in
the making at Dunham Studios, Railroads
on Parade is in its fourth season with six
model railroad exhibits in scales ranging
from Z to HO to O. “We’ve even got
Jackie Gleason’s famous Celebrity Cable
Car, a miniature cable car that TWA built
around a golf cart to carry celebrities at
JFK airport,” Clarke relates. “The beauty
of Railroads on Parade is that within its
5,000 square feet of floor space are 25 years
of our layout creations, which have been
viewed by over five million people or seven
million if you count all of our other public
and museum displays.”
After creating Railroads on Parade,
Clarke became interested in developing a
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Step 1: Angela Trotta Thomas’s preliminary sketch

Step 2: The painting with no buildings
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Step 3: The final painted background

joint project with Angela Trotta Thomas,
the painter of toy train dreams featured in
Run 270. Clarke met Angela years earlier
during a visit to Dick Kughn’s Carail
museum in Detroit. Dick had retained
Clarke to design four huge layouts for
Carail. Angela and Bob, her husband, were
receptive to Clarke’s idea of a collaborative
effort with Dunham Studios. She would
do what she does best, which is to create
her paintings, and Clarke with Fletcher
Conlon, his resident computer guru,
would re-create layouts in 3-D based on
Angela’s paintings. For example, a painting
by Angela became the profile backdrop
surrounding a layout based on her scene.
This layout was rendered in 3-D computer
files and printed on a 3-D MakerBot
printer. Clarke tells us, “We are showing
the completed layout at the April 2014
TCA York meet, and custom versions by
subscription will be delivered before
Christmas 2014.”
Reflecting on today’s business realities,
Clarke elaborates, “As museum funding

Step 4: Conceptual drawing of the completed layout
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Roy Baker prepares a mold master created from a portion of an OGR Ameri-Towne Building kit for the Angela Trotta Thomas layout.

Clarke and Fletcher Conlon compare the completed 3-D print of Angela’s building with the computer image on the screen.
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This harbor scene includes a freeform layout edge.

This panoramic view can be seen at Railroads on Parade.

has declined, increasing numbers of corporate and small business
display layouts are making up more of our client base. We have
also found that train displays can have multiple lives. You might
expect that an old display would just be carved up and salvaged
for parts. But in fact, many of our layouts, both museum and
private, have seen multiple additional purposes and locations.”

Barbara and Clarke agree that they will continue doing what
they know and enjoy. Clarke explains, “It’s simply too rewarding
for us to just stop, and retirement has no allure for either of us.
After 25 or so years of watching visitors who started out as children, grew up, and ultimately brought their own children and
even grandchildren to visit our exhibits, Barbara and I feel it is not
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The New York City skyline is seen at Railroads on Parade.

Here is a typical Dunham Studios trade show display.
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only thrilling but is absolute proof that
model railroading will continue to live on.”
Clarke also notes, “Those who believe
they lack the skills to do a professional job
in layout building are beginning, increasingly, to rely on professional layout design
and construction services. We are wellpositioned to provide both the technical
knowledge and especially the artistic contribution that will make each client’s experience special and lasting. Seeing the public
and private railroad displays we create
sparks powerful memories and thoughts
among young and old alike. It’s something
that can be shared now and for generations
to come, and we can help make dreams
come true.”
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